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UCSD Student Center: The Center of a Green Campus 

Located in the sunny Southern California, University of California, San Diego (UCSD) is home to 

more than 48 thousand students, faculty, and staff (campus 2011). In a recent phone interview, 

David Weil, the Campus’ Director of Building Commissioning and Sustainability described UCSD 

as a campus of sustainable invention. “In my opinion, UCSD is the leader in renewable energy 

including solar energy, solar cells, electric charging station and energy efficient fleet of buses 

(as well as) researches in MAE solar forecasting, sky imager to track cloud formation, and 

investment in energy research centers. (Weil 2012)” A campus located in the heart of a solar 

energy revolution that is San Diego, UCSD strive for sustainability as illustrated in the Climate 

Action Plan to achieve a Net Zero Campus by 2050 (Climate 2008). Even with all the hype of 

sustainability in San Diego, UCSD’s Student Price Center in many’s view is not as sustainable a 

building as it is, however a broader look at the building and the facility and workforce behind 

the building can reveal how sustainable UCSD’s Student Price Center is. 

 
History 

The original Student Price Center at UCSD opened its door in 1993 and has since served 

numerous college students who walked across its fountain landmark. As student population 

grew year by year, a plan to expand the center was proposed as construction broke ground in 

spring of 2006 and the winter admits in 2008 became the first of many to utilize the extension 

of price center. Located at the center of the campus is the new Student Price Center. A hub for 

students and faculties, price center features restaurants and cafes opened 24 hours, study 

lounge with computer labs, grocery store, retail services, office space, theater, social lounge 

spaces, and recreation center all compacted into the 14,200 square feet of area. The new 

center’s mission is to support the UCSD community with quality facilities, service, and programs 

that foster and enrich the campus experience and student learning (UCAB 2011).  

 
Awards 

With the opening of Student Price Center extension, UCSD was awarded the American Institute 

of Architects of San Diego Design award in 2009 (Winners 2009). The award recognizes the 
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beauty of sustainable architecture that integrates building with the physical and cultural 

environment. With various criteria including land use, site ecology, light, air, energy flow, 

bioclimatic design, material, and construction. In 2010, the building was also awarded the 

Southern California Development Forum Design Award (SCDF 2010). The award recognizes 

buildings that contribute to the community and business environment in southern California. 

Furthermore, student price center was acknowledged by the association of college unions 

international facility design award which is awarded to excellence in the design of student-

centered facility that support campus community building and student learning. 

 
Besides these awards, the most notable in sustainability is the building’s LEED silver 

certification. Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a rating system for any 

buildings with an intention of going green. Since 1998, LEED has awarded thousands of 

buildings across 30 countries certifications and UCSD’s student price center is one of the 

buildings to receive the honor of LEED silver.  

 
Not so Sustainable After All 

Even with all these awards and certifications, some argues that the new Student Price Center is 

in fact not as sustainable as it can be and that minimal efforts were put into the design of the 

building just so that it can meet the minimum requirements.  One main argument is that the 

building only achieved LEED silver, which is a minimum requirement for any new building or 

extensions on UC campus (About Sustainability 2011). The requirement to achieve LEED silver is 

so bare minimum in terms of the resources that an academic research campus focusing on 

sustainability.  

 
Opponents against how sustainable the center is also points to the AIA award. An initial glance 

at the award can steer individuals with the perspective of how sustainable the building is; 

however, a detail search into how the awards is given can reveal otherwise. The AIA award only 

considers buildings that have submitted an application for review which limits the number of 

buildings that the award committee looks at. Furthermore, the fact that the designers of the 

center were the group that submitted the application can again seem very skeptic. Some may 
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even argue that the designers only submitted the application for an award consideration with 

the AIA because they review the requirements and decided that the building meet the 

minimum requirement to obtain the award. 

 
These arguments above are flawed. The perspective that these argument is based on is how 

much more sustainable UCSD Student Price Center can be and not how unsustainable it is. A 

careful look at building can reveal that although it is only a LEED silver building, UCSD Student 

Price Center is more sustainable than its ratings. 

 
Sustainable Features - Campus Wide Sustainability 

To achieve the UC campus requirement of LEED silver, UCSD Student Price Center features 

various environmental friendly components.  

 
In terms of energy, the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is very energy 

efficient and uses half the energy that it would normally take for a building its size. The entire 

center except for the first floor retail areas has motion sensor light switches as well as energy 

efficient lighting system including LED lights. Furthermore, quarterly audits by San Diego Gas 

and Electric on all vendors in the location allow for tight regulations on energy use. The center 

also houses an award winning DC to DC lighting system that runs on batteries fueled by the 

solar panels. Currently a campus solar energy program powers most of student price center’s 

energy use. 

 
In terms of water and waste treatments, Student Price Center is outfitted with flow sensor 

faucets as well water saving restroom amenities. There are also various purified water filling 

stations throughout the center for student’s use. The center adapted a single stream recycling 

program which directs all recyclables toward the campus recycling center. The offices and 

shops are offered incentives to use recycled materials. The center itself also has a recycling 

office that hosts various interactive events to attract student’s attention. On the outside of the 

building, synthetic turfs made from recycling materials are used to cut down on water 

consumption and gas mowing.  
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In terms of office and vendor practice, the university regulates through both rules and 

incentives.  The super computer center backs up all computers in the center daily so that all 

computers can be turned-off by the end of the work day. All furniture purchased are eco-

friendly via recycled material or refurbishing including tables, chairs, and even carpets. Each 

vendor must submit an application and go through a center committee prior to opening a store 

in the center and each vendor are audited quarterly. Recently, the lease requirement added the 

use of biodegradable packaging to the agreement for any new vendors seeking for 

opportunities at the center. 

 
All that is described above is just on the building itself. Given that Student Price Center is 

located in the heart of the UCSD campus; there are also various sustainable designs that may 

not be specific to the center but contributes to its sustainability.  

 
The first is transportation. In the same interview with David Weil he mentioned that one of his 

proudest achievements is that of creating the Greenest fleet of transportations at UCSD (Weil 

2012). Rex Graham described in a recent article that the seventh annual government green 

fleet awards recognized various organizations found UCSD’s vehicle fleet of 900 to be green as 

the campus is one of only two universities to be recognized by the award (Graham 2011). 

Having a green fleet is great, but having a location where the various types of transportation 

can connect all the individuals to various locations is better. The Student Price Center is home 

to various campus bus stops as well as city bus stops. There are lines that connect the campus 

to San Diego International Airport, AMTRAK stations, and the San Diego Docks. Given the 

location and the population of the campus, one may often think that the campus will be full of 

private vehicles. However, because of the great public transportation system, most students 

actually don’t own or operate any vehicles during their stay at the campus. Overall the Student 

Price Center anchor’s the campus’s fleet as it operates toward a net zero emission goals by 

2050. 

 
The second is in that of the other facilities on campus. The campus has a 30 megawatt natural 

gas fired combine heat and power system that provides for up to 85% of campus’s electricity 
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need. On top of that, a 2 megawatt photovoltaic system and a 2.8 megawatt fuel cell system 

allow for the campus to be almost energy independent from the city. On the side of waste, 

UCSD is established ChemCycle, a chemical recycling facility that accepts any surplus chemicals 

and provides them to researchers free of charge. The facility also helps in regulating the 

materials being deposited into the sewer system. After all since UCSD is a research intensive 

university, the amount of chemical waste is so enormous that it makes sense to create a facility 

for it. But how does all these facilities help the Student Price Center become more sustainable? 

On one hand, these buildings are directly providing or taking energy and waste from the center 

while on the other hand, the center is home to the office of sustainability which coordinates all 

the projects. 

 
The third and last design that makes UCSD Student Price Center sustainable is that of the 

academic resources that it provides. Home to the various sustainable offices, the center 

provides hundreds of events to educate and spread the words of green buildings. Programs 

such as Student Pledge which promotes students to try and conserve resources a little at a time 

come from the offices within the center. 

 
Conclusion 

Could the designers of UCSD’s Student Price Center made the center more sustainable? The 

answer is probably yes. But is the center sustainable? The answer is a definite yes. With all the 

build in green amenities along with the awards and certifications as well as the various aspects 

of the campus, UCSD’s Student Price Center is one example of a Green Building. Not only is the 

center sustainable, it will as UCSD heads toward a net zero campus also serve as an important 

member of the sustainable team. 
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